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ABSTRACT: Traditional information security models focus on protecting information or information systems. There is little 
research on controllability of Internet information security. We present network reference monitor (NRM) for access con-
trol in Internet environment. Then we propose the defi nition of network reference monitor and Internet information access 
control. Abstract operation model is put forward for controllability of Internet access control. The model consists of three 
parts: information discovery model, information analysis model and information control model. Next, we express the intuitive 
formal specifi cation of controllability by PCTL logic. Then we characterize the process of Internet access control by fi nite 
state automata and present an evaluation model of controllability. Control Rate and Control Leak Rate are given to analyze 
access control of Internet information security quantitatively.
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1. Introduction

Network culture security is attracting more and more attention as Internet progresses. The principal part of network culture 
security is the information content security from the technological point of view [1]. Malicious information proliferates 
uncontrolled in Internet environment and does all kinds of harm. The shell viruses may ruin information receiving systems, 
the spam mails are a constant bother, the rumors puzzle the commonalty, and the eroticism harms the mental health of young 
people, etc. Thus the uncontrolled malicious information does endanger the public security seriously [2,3].

For forbidding promulgating pornography and illegal information in Internet, the UK promulgated the “R3 Safety Net”, France the 
“Fillon Amendment”, and Singapore the “Internet Code of Conduct”. United States Congress passed “Communication Decency 
Act” and “Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act” to forbid issuing malicious information. Nevertheless, the US Supreme 
Court ruled the two acts invalid for being unconstitutional. It was held that mental health of children should be protected by 
technological means rather than passing prohibitive laws against the issue of malicious information on the Internet [4, 5].

Traditional information security models protect information and/or information systems, since information is non-substantial 
and must be stored, or issued, or transferred, or processed in an information system. Some security properties of information, 
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such as its confi dentiality, integrity and availability, etc., are equivalent to security properties of information or information 
systems. Consequently, much attention is being paid to researches on security of information systems in academia.

However, information system security protects authenticity of information format and consistency of information transmission 
or storage. The research on information system security is aimed at protecting the information by protecting the grammar or 
format of information. But the information content security appraises the correctness or validity or authenticity of information 
by its content, that is, the meaning the promulgator actually wants to express. The research on information content security 
is aimed at protecting the information by protecting the semantic of information. From the technological point of view, in-
formation content security is the ability of selection and control with information fl ow. In other words, the controllability of 
information access process is emphasized in content security research [6].

As an important aspect of network security, access control is an increasing concern in academia. There have been developed 
corresponding access control models for different network environments that provide good network security solutions, and 
the researches were concentrated on concrete realization of access control for specifi c applications. But little work studies 
controllability as a security property on the theoretical level.

We study the reference monitor of access control in Internet environment for information content security. Then we present 
abstract operation models of controllability and formalize the property with intuitive formal specifi cations. On the basis of 
the models and formal specifi cations, we put forward a probabilistic evaluation model for controllability of content security 
access control.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies existing reference monitor and access control models and 
presents a network reference monitor for content security. Section 3 proposes an operational model of content security and 
intuitive formal defi nition and the evaluation method of controllability in Internet information access control. Finally section 
4 presents conclusions and future work.

2. Network Reference Monitor

Internet information content security requests an ability to control the fl ow of information, e.g. certain information can be 
accessed and certain information can not. So Internet information content security can be modeled by access control. Access 
control is a mechanism to permit or deny the access of particular resources by particular entity. The resources, such as fi les, 
frames and packets etc, are referred to as objects collectively and the entities, which can access or use objects, are referred 
to as subjects collectively.

There have been different access control models for different applications. Those models can be divided into two categories, 
traditional access control models and modern access control models [7]. Traditional access control models include MAC, 
DAC and RBAC etc [8]. Modern access control models include UCONABC [9], distributed access control [10], grid access 
control [11] and wireless network access control etc [12,13].

Reference monitor is responsible for the protection of accessed objects in access control model. Reference monitor stores 
access control rules and permits or denies the access process according to the rules. Communication initiator or information 
requestor sends request to ask for accessing objects which are network resources like fi les, equipment and/or CPU etc. Reference 
monitor checks the request and/or response and determines whether to allow the request and/or response to pass or not.

Reference monitors in existing access control are divided into two different categories [14]: Server Reference Monitor (SRM) 
and Client Reference Monitor (CRM) as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. SRM inspects whether the access process is authorized 
in server and CRM does the same in client.

Figure 1. Server side reference monitor
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However, in order to propagate harmful information, information propagators can not place SRM in servers to control accesses of 
information. Although some systems such as Internet Content Rating Association (ICRA) implement content security by CRM, users 
do not place CRM to prevent harmful information propagation in many cases and do not request RM to check the accesses.

We present Network Reference Monitor (NRM) to solve Internet information access control. According to the different 
placement, NRM has two types: gateway NRM and bypass NRM as shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4.

Gateway NRMs are placed on the critical path of network access, so they detect and transmit all network data package. The 
access requests are sent to NRMs in fact. The NRM analyzes the requests according to the control strategies and transmits 
the requests if they do not satisfy the rules. The responses are also analyzed by the NRM and the NRM determines whether 
to transmit the responses or send to the access requestor modifi ed data or interrupt the access action.

Bypass NRMs are placed on the network main export in parallel to receive network traffi c by mirror or beam splitter. The 
NRM analyzes the traffi c data and sends control command to interrupt the access actions whose data matches control rules. 
The visitors will not feel the existence of NRM because bypass NRM is not located in transmission paths. And the normal 
traffi c data between subjects and objects pass the network export directly.

Gateway NRMs have advantages of dealing with network access fl exibly and having high success rate while fi ltering data. 
But massive information accesses in Internet need high-performance of gateway NRMs, and gateway NRMs easily become 
network transmission bottleneck or become the choice that attackers launch DoS attacks to cause a single point of failure. 
Bypass NRMs have advantages of not affecting the speed of network access and not bringing on single point of failure of 
network access. The shortcoming of bypass NRMs is ineffi cient on control of data content with sensitive information at the 
end of data stream due to the characteristics of bypass monitor.

Figure 2. Client side reference monitor
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Figure 3. Gateway network reference monitor
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3. Model and Formalization of Controllability

Controllability refers to ability to control users’ access to network resources by access control strategies. For information 
content security, controllability refers to ability that authorized managers can preprocess and exert control on all access ac-
tions of web visitors.

3.1 Internet Information Access Control
Internet information access control mechanism controls access actions with static or dynamic control rules by NRMs.

Defi nition 1: Network Reference Monitor.

A network reference monitor is a 5-tuple:
NRM = < M, P, S, O, A > 

where M is set of hardware and software, P is set of access control rules, S is set of access subjects, O is set of network 
resource objects , A is set of control commands.

The access control strategy P is constituted by authority and identity feature of subject, content feature of information and 
access action feature. The NRM controls actions of subjects S accessing objects O based on the access control rules P with 
control behaviors A.

Example 1: Consider a NRM, M denotes the hardware and software of a pornographic information control system, S 
consists of all students in campus, O consists of all pornographic information in Internet such as articles or pictures or 
videos, P consists of key pornographic information such as “oral sex” or erotic video segments or blacklist of pornographic 
URLs, A consists of control commands such as “ignore the request” or “discard the response page”. The relationship of 
NRM’s constituent is shown in Fig.5.

Defi nition 2: Network Information Access Control.

Whether an action a permitted or not is determined by satisfaction between control rules P(X) and network resource O which 
subject S wants to access. If resource O matches P(X), then the action a can not be permitted, else the action a is permitted.

Discriminant of control rules satisfi ability is expressed by satisfaction (S〈f (O)〉, P(X)). The function value is true or false. 
f (O)denotes function f will be applied to network resources O, such as to read a page or download a fi le. Subject access ac-
tion S〈f (O)〉 denotes subject S wants do some action f to network resources O, e.g. a user wants to upload some pictures to a 
FTP server. satisfaction (S〈f (O)〉, P(X)) denotes that subject access action S〈f (O)〉 satisfi es control rules P(X). To the subject 
access actions S〈f (O)〉, the meaning of control is

Control (S (O) , ( )) if satisfaction (S (O) , ( )) then (O)f P X f P X f〈 〉 〈 〉 ¬  (1)

Example 2: Consider a NRM with pornographic information control system, S consists of all students in campus, O consists 
of all pornographic information in Internet such as articles or pictures or videos, P(X) ⊆ P is set of control rules consisting of 

Figure 5. Relationship of constituent of network reference monitor
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key pornographic information such as “oral sex” or erotic video segments or blacklist of pornographic URLs. f (O) denotes 
some actions will be done to objects O such as to download a fi le.

If there is an erotic video segment, which is contained in P(X), in the fi le that user S wants to download, the download action 
f (O) will not be permitted to implement. That is, if subject access actions S〈 f (O)〉satisfi es satisfaction (S〈 f (O)〉, P(X)) and actions 
f (O) is not implemented, we can say that access actions S〈 f (O)〉 is controllable with P(X), viz. Control (S〈 f (O)〉, P(X)).

Information propagators and/or visitors want to escape monitor and/or control in order to propagate and/or access harmful 
information, so it is impossible that they request NRM to check the access information actively. At the same time, they may 
adopt anonymity technology and/or encryption technology to make uncertainty of correspondent identity and/or information 
content. Consequently, the access control of Internet information must involve how to get the information and discover the 
specifi c information.

3.2 Operational Model of Internet Content Security
The information issuance of Internet can be modeled as abstract information issuance model as shown in Fig.6. That is, in-
formation ei is injected into massive information aggregate E under condition c. viz. finject(ei,c) → E, where information ei is 
original information issued, E is massive information aggregate of Internet, condition c is access condition while information 
is injected into massive information aggregate E.

The model is expressed by similar Petri net, Information ei and condition c and information aggregate E are symbolized by 
circles as the places of Petri Net and black rectangle is the transition of Petri Net. The transition finject is fi red while the Place 
ei and c have resources and information ei is injected into aggregate E. Abstract operation models of information content 
security is presented after we abstract the inherent meaning of access control further.

Due to particularity of Internet information access control, Internet access control is divided into three phases: information 
discovery, information analysis and information control.

Information discovery is defi ned as to discover information e with specifi c content from Internet massive information ag-
gregate E. There are two possible situations, one is information extraction with known extraction conditions ej = fextract (E,c) 
and the other is information mining with unknown extraction conditions ej = fmine (E,c). Information extraction can obtain 
original issued information and information mining may obtain information which has some certain characteristics.

Information analysis is defi ned as to determine the satisfi ability of traffi c data on control rules P(X) with access control 
in NRMs. The determination method is abstracted as fanalyze(e, P(X)) and the determination result is true or false, that is, 
fanalyze : E × P → {0,1}. The abstract information content analysis operational model is shown in Fig.7.
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Information control is defi ned as function fcontrol (x) controls original issued information or information access process 
according to determination result of satisfi ability with control rules P(X ) under the condition cj, where x refers to infor-
mation ei or access action a. The abstract information control operational model is shown in Fig.8.

3.3 Formal Specifi cation of Controllability
There have been some researches related to formal specifi cation of security properties for years. The typical researches can 
be classifi ed into three types by description of specifi cation: specifi cation based on process algebras, specifi cation based on 
epistemic logic and specifi cation based on temporal logic.

Although process algebras have powerful express ability [15, 16], we can fi nd that these methods are based on non-interference 
while they describe security properties. These methods are limited because non-interference is used to analyzing information 
leak. Epistemic logics are put forward to specify security properties in security protocols in order to analyze whether the 
system fulfi lls some specifi c properties [17]. Formal specifi cation of security properties based on temporal logic formalizes 
authentication and confi dentiality of security protocols or software requirements specifi cation with CTL (Computation Tree 
Logic) or LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) [18, 19].

To support analysis and evaluation of network information access control, formal defi nition of controllability is needed. 
Therefore, we adopt PCTL (Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic), which is a logic supporting probability analysis, to for-
malize controllability. The grammar and formal semantics of PCTL refers to the literature [20].

According to the Internet information access control model, we suppose extracted, mined, analyzed, matched, mismatched 
and controlled as atomic proposition, which denote the process of extracting information from Internet, mining information 
from Internet, analyzing information, matching information with control rules, controlling specifi c information or access 
action correspondingly. Then controllability of information content security is defi ned as follow.

((( ) )
 (( ) )))

extracted mined mismatched
extracted mined matched controlled

∨ ∧ ∨
∨ ∧ → ◊

 (2)

Where, □ denotes “always” and ◊ denotes “eventually”. So, the formula above expresses that Internet information is control-
lable if information can always be extracted/mined from Internet and mismatch control rules or be extracted/mined from 
Internet and match control rules but be controlled eventually.

Controllability of Internet information content security is defi ned probabilistically as follow.

[ ((( ) )
 (( ) )))] p

extracted mined mismatched
extracted mined matched controlled ≥

∨ ∧ ∨
∨ ∧ → ◊

 (3)

That is, controllability is satisfi ed while probability of information, which always be extracted/mined from Internet and mismatch control 
rules or be extracted/mined from Internet and match control rules but be controlled eventually, is greater than or equal to p.

As formal description of controllability put forward above, controllability is ability of processing and controlling for actions 
which users access network resources according to access control rules. We use symbol S to denote set of network access 
subjects, symbol O to denote set of network resources and predication C(S) to present controllability of access actions, and 
then the semantic of controllable network access action is expressed as follow.

, : satisfaction( ( ) , ( )) ( ) | ( )s S o O s f o P X f o C S∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ 〈 〉 → ¬ =  (4)
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Figure 8. Information content control operational model
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where symbol ⎪= denotes the satisfaction relation which network access actions are permitted only when information content 
do not match the control rules P(X) for any action that subjects s access resources o.

Controllability measurement is to evaluate probability of controllable network access actions. So controllability measurement 
can be expressed by formula as follow. 

, : satisfaction( ( ) , ( )) ( ) | ( )ps S o O s f o P X f o C S∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ 〈 〉 → ¬ =  (5)

where symbol ⎪= p denotes controllability is satisfi ed when the probability of access actions under control is greater than or 
equal to p.

4. Evaluation Model and Quantitative Analysis of Controllability

To quantitatively analyze controllability of network access actions, we model the network information access control by fi nite 
state machine as evaluation model of controllability shown in Fig. 9. The model contains three basic operations of network 
access control model: information discovery, information analysis and information control.

Where, state 0 is original state, state 3 and state 6 are controllable end state that denotes information or actions not matching 
control rules or being successful controlled. State 4 and state 8 are uncontrollable end state that information or actions mis-
matching with control rules or being unsuccessful controlled. Arcs denote state transitions by access control processes and 
symbols pi on arcs are transition probability. In the model, the transitions failure from state 1 or state 2 to state 4 have two 
possibilities, one possibility is NRM determines actions or information satisfy rules P(X) but they do not in fact, the other 
possibility is NRM determines actions or information do not satisfy rules P(X) but they actually do.

The meanings of the transition probability within evaluation model are shown in Table 1.

Symbol Meanings

pm Probability of information extracted

pn Probability of information mined

px Probability of extracted information matched

py Probability of extracted information matched failure

pz Probability of mined information matched

ps Probability of mined information matched failure

pc Probability of information controlled

Table 1. Symbol Description

We adopt symbol Automata to denote the fi nite state machine shown in Fig.8. There is more than one path to reach uncon-
trollable end state in Automata. (the controllable end states are state 3 and state 6), so access control model described by 
Automata is not absolutely controlled. The expression is described below.
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Figure 9. State transition model of network content security access control
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 | ((( ) )
                         (( ) )))
Automata extracted mined mismatched

extracted mined matched controlled
≠ ∨ ∧ ∨

∨ ∧ → ◊
 (6)

Because implementation of information discovery or information analysis or information control is unable to be absolute 
correct, Internet information access actions can only be controlled in certain probability. Suppose the network access control 
model fulfi lls controllability if probability of network access actions controlled is greater than or equal to p, then Automata 
fulfi lls controllability when pm px pc + pn pz pc + pm(1-px-py) + pn(1-pz-ps) ≥ p. Namely,  

 |= [ ((( ) )
                         (( ) )))] p

Automata extracted mined mismatched
extracted mined matched controlled ≥

∨ ∧ ∨
∨ ∧ → ◊

 (7)

Control Rate: According to analysis above, we defi ne probability pcontrol = pm px pc + pn pz pc + pm(1-px-py) + pn(1-pz-ps) as Control 
Rate of evaluation model. It indicates the probability of information mismatches control rules (the information is permitted) 
and information matches control rules but is controlled eventually after information is extracted or mined.

Information mining and information extracting are similar. For simple and convenient, we consider the transition prob-
ability, which transits to same subsequence state from state 1 and state 2, is equivalent, viz. px = pz and py = ps. We also 
suppose pm = 0.8, pn = 0.2, py = 0. So the three dimensional graph of Control Rate is illustrated as Fig. 10.

It is obvious that Control Rate reaches the maximum whatever pc’s value if px = 0 or whatever px’s value if pc = 1. That means 
that information never matches any control rules or information is controlled absolutely if it matches some control rules. Control 
Rate is 0 when px = 1 and pc = 0, that means that all information matches some control rules but no one can be controlled.

We suppose pm = 0.8, pn = 0.2, pc = 0.9 in the other case. So the three dimensional graph of Control Rate is illustrated as 
Fig. 11.
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Figure 10. Three Dimensional Graph of Control Rate with px and pc
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It is obvious that Control Rate reaches maximum 1 when px = 0 and py = 0, that means all information is permitted, and 
reaches minimum 0 when py = 1, that means all information has matched wrong. Control Rate decreases from 1 to 0.9 while 
py’s value is minimum 0 and increase from 0 to 0.9 as px  increases.

From analysis above, we consider that match probability px  and control probability pc must be done the best to improve in 
order to increase Control Rate of system in NRM.

Control Leak Rate: The state 6 in Automata of Fig.9 is an uncontrollable end state with control leak. We defi ne probability 
pcontrolleak = (pm . px + pn . pz) . (1-pc ) as Control Leak Rate of evaluation model. The expression is described below. 

[ ((( ) ) ( ))] pextracted mined matched matched controlled ≥∨ → ◊ ∧ → ◊  (8)

It indicates the probability of information matches control rules but is not controlled eventually after information is extracted 
or mined. Suppose pm = 0.8, pn = 0.2, px = pz, the three dimensional graph of Control Leak Rate is illustrated as Fig. 12.

Control Leak Rate has maximum 1 when px = 1 and pc = 0, that means all information matched is uncontrollable, and has 
minimum 0 when px = 0 or pc = 1, that means all information mismatches control rules or matches control rules but is con-
trolled. Control Leak Rate decreases as px • pc increases.

Example 3: Consider a pornographic information control system, which runs in Gateway NRM, all access information and 
actions are transmitted by the control system. So it made easily to control access actions or information. Assume that the 
control rules p(X) in the system adopt keyword vectors, URL blacklist and URL white list, where the intersection of URL 
blacklist and URL white list is empty. The control strategy is as follows, if some action matches some keywords in p(X) and 
mismatches all URLs in white list in p(X), or it matches some URLs in blacklist in p(X), then the action would be denied. 
The control system accords with the Internet access control model we present.

In information discovery phase, information of all unencrypted web pages will be extracted for all access information is 
transmitted by NRM. Probability of fextract (E,c) pm equals probability of unencrypted web pages. Assume that crack probability 
of encrypted web information is pu, probability of fmine(E,c– ) is pn = (1-pm) pu. 

In information analysis phase, the system analyzes information content or web URL with string matching technique. 
It checks whether the accessed webpage URL matches URL blacklist firstly and suppose match probability is pv, 
that is, probability of the webpage belonging to URL blacklist is pv. Then it analyzes whether the webpage content 
matches keyword vectors and match probability is po, that is, probability of the webpage containing pornographic 
information is po. If the webpage content matches some keyword vectors, it is essential to analyze whether the 
webpage’s URL matches URL white list and suppose match probability is pw, that is, probability of the webpage 
containing pornographic information but belonging to URL white list is pw. Therefore, Probability of fmine(e,P(X)) 
is px = pv + po(1 - pw).
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Figure 12. Three Dimensional Graph of Control Leak Rate
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Some errors are occurred while analyzing information. There are two possibilities, one is the webpage is judged matching 
some rules in P(X) but it mismatches any, the other is the webpage is judged mismatching any rules in P(X) but it matches 
some. ffail(e, P(X)) has two probability, actual error probability pa and technical error probability py. Suppose the only control 
keyword in P(X) is “oral sex” and the fi ltered objects are 1000 web pages, where, there are 100 pornographic pages and 900 
non-pornographic pages, 300 pages contain keyword “oral sex” while 700 pages do not contain the keyword. As a result of 
controlling, 305 pages are denied, 295 pages contain the keyword “oral sex” and the other 10 pages do not contain the key-
word. Among these 295 pages denied, 95 pages are pornographic, the other 200 pieces are non pornographic. Among the 10 
pages denied, 1 page is pornographic, 9 pages are non pornographic. Thus total of 95+1=96 pages containing pornographic 
information are denied and 200+9=209 pages no containing pornographic information are denied. So the actual match error 
probability is 1-(95+1)/100+209/900=0.272 and the technical match error probability is 1-295/30+10/900=0.028. Which 
probability is used depends on the actual application.

The system adopts the same analysis method for mined information, so there is pz = px and ps = py.

From the above, probability of fmismatch(e, P(X)) can be calculated as 1-px-pa or 1-px-py.

In information analysis phase, probability of fcontrol(x) pc is up to 0.95 above because the system runs in Gateway NRM and 
it can strongly control the information user accessed. 

Assume that probability of unencrypted webpages is 0.98, crack probability of encrypted webpages pu = 0.3. For all unen-
crypted webpages can be extracted, so there is pm = 0.98 and pn = (1-pm) pu = 0.006. Assume match probability of URL blacklist 
is px = 0.08 and that of keyword is po = 0.2, probability of webpages containing pornographic information but belonging to 
URL white list is pw = 0.01, then probability of fmatch(e, P(X)) is px = pv + po*(1-pw) = 0.08+0.2*(1-0.01)=0.278. Assume the 
technical error probability of ffail(e, P(X)) is py = 0.028, then probability of fmismatch(e, P(X)) is 1-px-py = 1-0.278-0.028 = 0.694. 
And assume probability of fcontrol(x) is pc = 0.985. According to the evaluation model of controllability, probability of Internet 
information access control is 

(1 ) (1 )

          (0.98 0.006) (0.278 0.985 0.694) 0.954
control m x c m x y n z c n z sp p p p p p p p p p p p p= + − − + + − −

= + × × + =
 (9)

And Control Leak Rate is

(1 )
          0.98 0.278 0.006 0.278 (1 0.985) 0.004

controlleak m x n z cp p p p p p= + −

= × + × × − =
 (10)

Assume to use the actual error probability of ffail(e, P(X)) pa and its value is 0.182, and ps = pa, then probability of Internet 
information access control is

(1 ) (1 )
         (0.98 0.006) (0.278 0.985 0.54) 0.803

control m x c m x a n z c n z sp p p p p p p p p p p p p= + − − + + − −

= + × × + =
 (11)

If control probability of Internet access or information is required to exceed 0.8, then access of pornographic pages in above 
example is under control. If control probability of Internet access or information is required to exceed 0.9, then the access 
of pornographic pages is under control technically, but it is not under control about pages’ content in deed. So, we can quan-
titatively evaluate this control system by way we present. In addition, control effi ciency of Internet information access can 
be enhanced by decreasing match error rate or increasing success rate with different phases in Internet information access 
control model according to the analysis above.

5. Conclusions and further work

Although information content security is widespread concerned, little work on controllability of content security is studied. We 
present reference monitor for access control in Internet environment and analyze their advantages and disadvantages fi rstly. 
Then we propose defi nition of network reference monitor and Internet information access control. Abstract operation model 
for controllability of content security access control are put forward, in the model, Internet access control is divided into three 
phases: information discovery, information analysis and information control. Then we express intuitive formal specifi cation 
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of controllability by PCTL logic. And we character the process of Internet access control by fi nite state automata and present 
evaluation model of controllability to analyze access control of information content security quantitatively.

Controllability of information content security has very important effect in practice, but research on controllability 
theory is lagging far behind that on controllability application. Although we have made some attempts on control-
lability theoretical research, it needs further research on controllability model and analysis method to guide practical 
applications effectively.
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